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The main objective of the European project INSIDER (Improved Nuclear Site Characterization for Waste 

minimization in Decommissioning under Constrained Environment) is to improve the management of 
waste coming from nuclear sites under D&D operations, in particular to direct D&D operations, so that 
the production of waste is optimized on the basis of criteria such as minimization of generated volumes, 
limitation of over-categorized waste, generated waste and effluents as engaged doses on sites during 
the D&D operations. 

INSIDER  is a 4 years project launched on June 2017. It is coordinated by CETAMA (CEA Nuclear 

Energy Division) and includes 18 European partners from 10 member states.  

 

The radiological characterization of a facility prior to performing any D&D and remediation operations is 

a crucial step in the definition of a viable decommissioning scenario. This scenario must be robust and 

optimized not only with regards to technical issues, produced waste amount and workers dose, but also 

with regards to costs, deadlines and safety. INSIDER contributes to building confidence that the nuclear 

community is fit for taking responsibility for retiring a range of facilities and sites without imposing undue 

economic, social or radiological burdens. 

Today, the reconstitution of a 3D vision of a facility or components is partly based on off-site laboratory 

analyses, leading to technical and economic difficulties in the realization of representative samples. 

INSIDER aims at developing and qualify integrated approaches to enhance and support characteriza-

tion methodologies. 

The heart of the technical innovative part of the project is to improve the sampling strategy taking into 
account different types of measurement data, with different but known levels of accuracy. In-situ analysis 
techniques are of paramount importance for initial cartography. In constrained environment they must 
be complemented by more detailed off–site measurements. Realistic knowledge of their performance is 
essential, without systematic optimization. 
 
The INSIDER project addresses 3 use cases: a fuel cycle facility, a nuclear power plant and a post ac-
cidental remediation. Each one is representative for different kind of constraints and analytical chal-
lenges. The project-integrated approach will be tested and validated by applying the methodologies on 
three full-scale D&D sites offered by JRC ISPRA, SCK-CEN and CEA, representative of the use 
cases. 
A benchmarking supplemented by interlaboratory comparisons (ILC) on synthetic reference samples 
produced within the project will structure the validation and refinement of the INSIDER methodology.  

The practical project implementation includes documenting, testing, verifying and assessing character-

isation methodologies for the selected test cases. Thereby, a key contributor is effective knowledge 

sharing within the scientific community.  

Final assessment of the outcome will strengthen the recommendations and guidance, and promote and 

share European expertise through guides and pre-normative texts. 
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